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Executive Summary 
Foreign banks, especially Portuguese, and South African banks, dominate Mozambique’s 

financial system. Credit is limited, primarily because of limits on debt collection, the range of 

collateral, and credit information, but also because of underdeveloped financial institutions. 
Though bankable enterprises are underserved, the banking system is making progress in 

serving them and does not lack loanable funds.   

Two mechanisms could facilitate more bank lending: structured financing agreements that 
distribute risk and minimize cost of lending and a packaging facility that helps secure needed 

trade finance. Some other more modest steps could make the handling of credit information 

more efficient and thus increase the volume of credit and trade. In addition, a number of 
financial market entrants could benefit from USAID assistance and insurance services could 

be improved through a number of initiatives. 

Given the poor record of development and agricultural banks in the region and Mozambique, 
pursuit of such is discouraged. Lenders, however, are rapidly expanding their services to 

commercial farmers. Smallholders are benefiting from linkage schemes and microfinancing 

and could more effectively be assisted through more of the same. 





 

1. Introduction 
This report identifies and proposes financial sector interventions in Mozambique and the 

SADC Region that donors or private sector groups could undertake to improve the access of 

small and medium enterprises (SMEs) to trade-related financial services and thus increase the 
volume of trade and gains from it. It is recognized that proposed interventions must not 

jeopardize financial sector stability, the prudential integrity of financial institutions, and the 

support of sound, sustainable development projects.  

The report is based on a trip that involved extensive consultation between the Nathan-TSG 

team and numerous stakeholders in Mozambique and South Africa. After preparatory 

meetings and reading in Gaborone, Dr. Thomas Timberg, Mr. Alistair Tite, and Mr. Steven 
Beck spent 3 days in Johannesburg and 14 days in Mozambique meeting with bankers, 

insurers, and other financial experts involved in trade finance. They were joined in 

Mozambique by Mr. Omar Mitha, a Mozambican financial expert. They concluded their trip 
with 2 more days in Johannesburg.  

In Johannesburg, the team met with trade finance representatives from South Africa’s major 

banks (ABSA, Nedbank, First National Bank Standard Bank), Standard Chartered Bank, a 
leading trade finance firm (PSG), the two leading export payment risk insurers (CGIC and 

CUAL), a number of financial economists and researchers, the Hollard insurance group with 

interests in Mozambique, the IFC, and one regional credit information agency. In 
Mozambique, the team met with all the major banks (BIM, Austral, Standard, BCI) and some 

minor ones (UCB, IFISA, Novo Banco); a leading leasing company (ULC now becoming ALC);  

API and PODE; two insurance related enterprises (Alexander Forbes broker, and Hollard); a 
wide group of traders and business associations in Maputo, Beira, and Chimoio; and some 

leading financial economists and experts. At the Mission’s direction, the team briefed the 

Mozambican media on February 15. On February 16, 2005, the team debriefed the USAID 
Mission in Maputo and a number of its Mozambican partners.  

At USAID’s direction the team met with a group of Mozambique journalists. In briefing these 

economic journalists, the Nathan-TSG team emphasized the importance of improving the 
ability of the judicial system to enforce debt contracts, of widening the range of acceptable 
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collateral (e.g., to include land), and of coordinating sources of credit information. The team 

also described what could be done to reduce perceived risk, lower administrative costs, and 
boost lending expertise through such measures as a structured framework agreement and 

development of packagers or facilitators of trade-related credit. The team attended closely to 

demands for a development and/or agricultural bank and distributed a memoranda 
distributed on the proposals for such a bank.1 The meeting resulted in a 5-10 minute interview 

on the evening news of the leading Maputo television station (STV), three columns in Noticias, 

the leading daily, and other coverage. A copy of the Noticias article is attached as Appendix A. 

Section 2 presents the team’s findings and Section 3 presents proposed solutions to problems 

in the financial services sector in Mozambique, along with specific recommendations for 

USAID action. Appendix B presents the team’s Terms of Reference, Appendix C a list of 
contacts, and Appendix D materials consulted.  

Detailed trip notes, including summary interview reports are available from the TDP Project 

in the Hub. A trip report has been submitted to the South African Trade Hub and a Regional 
Study on Trade Finance in the SADC Region will be submitted later.  

                                                             

1 This subject figured prominently in the civil society Mozambique 2025 document and the platform of 
the newly elected President. Even the CTA (Chamber of Commerce) Committee on Finance, which 
generally endorses the primacy of legal and regulatory reform, is guardedly in favor of such a bank. 
The promotion of development finance institutions is a key SADC theme, now embodied in the new 
Botswana-based network of such banks. Nonetheless, proponents continue to be somewhat unclear 
about what they are proposing—given the dismal history of public sector development and 
agricultural banks, especially in sub-Saharan Africa. 



 

2. What We Know About 
Mozambique’s Banks 

South Africa  

To understand Mozambique’s financial system one must turn to South Africa. The banking 

system of South Africa has more than 60 times as many assets as Mozambique’s. Its financial 

institutions dominate the region, and are expanding rapidly.2 The pattern differs by 
institution. ABSA and Standard Bank of South Africa Limited (not to be confused with 

Standard Chartered) are buying and opening subsidiaries; First National Bank works mainly 

through correspondent institutions, though the latter may be responsible for more trade credit 
and is now involved in buying banks in the region through African International Financial 

Holdings. These represent different commercial strategic reactions to the same market 

opportunity. While many institutions that are not South African have been selling off or 
reducing their business in the region, many of these same non South African banks are 

negotiating with South Africa’s banks to buy into their equity. 3 

The South African banks are among the most profitable in the world. Reputedly conservative, 
perhaps with good reason considering the region’s high political and commercial risks, they 

are also alleged to be subject to less competition, which might explain some of their high 

margins.4 Today, these banks largely finance trade with South African parties, and SADC is a 

                                                             

2 Genesis Analytics, “A Survey of the SADC region: South African Financial Institutions, Regional 
Policies and Issues of Access. Final Report,” June 2004.  

3 The Barclays purchase of ABSA is being treated as a done deal; Standard Chartered is reportedly close 
to buying the Rand Merchant Bank/First National Bank group. 

4 Studies to this effect have been done, some supported by USAID. The Microfinance Regulatory 
Commission and Dr. Penelope Hawkins of Feasibility Limited are key authors. This context has been 
more relations with consumers than business banking—and echoes similar criticisms of UK and 
Australian banks, as in the Bank of England’s Cruikshank Report. Relatively small financial systems in 
developing countries are generally alleged to be less than fully competitive. This issue is explored more 
fully in James A. Hanson, Patrick Honohan, and Giovanni Majnoni,, Globalization and National Financial 
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small but defined part of their business. Even smaller and less known South African traders 

have some problems in obtaining financing. Problems are even greater for similar traders in 
the SADC countries, but they are typically trading with South African parties who bear prime 

responsibility for their creditworthiness and securing credit for the transactions in which they 

are involved. Several private payment guarantee/insurance companies insure many 
transactions. In discussing their sources of credit information on SADC parties it was clear 

that such information is limited largely to what is available from South African sources. See 

Exhibits 2-1 and 2-2. 

Obstacles to trade with the SADC region and Mozambique include  

• South Africa’s currency control and similar currency and trade restraints in the SADC 

countries,  

• Lack of credit information on SADC parties, and 

• Relatively high risks in SADC trade.5  

South Africa’s currency control and political risks throughout the region exacerbate 
significant problems with loan repayment. Mozambique’s situation is by no means the worst, 

but even South Africa is thought of as a high political risk country. South African banks are 

not oriented toward funding non-bank financial institutions (NBFIs), which handle leasing 
and trade finance, at least outside South Africa. They pass this pattern on to their subsidiaries 

in the region, thereby lessening possibilities for using NBFIs. Currency control and related 

compliance costs, problems with regional currencies, and credit risk of SADC customers are 
all issues. As a leading South African expert said, “How can you lend in countries were the 

legal system doesn’t permit you to enforce your claims?” 

Mozambique 

Mozambique has a limited, foreign-controlled, and relatively uncompetitive financial system.6 

Despite relatively rapid economic growth as a whole, credit to private industry has not 
increased significantly. Growth of productive enterprises is concentrated in very large 

enterprises that do not depend heavily on the financial system.7 Data on the banking system 

and leading banks are presented in Table 2-1. 

                                                                                                                                                                      

Systems, Washington, DC: World Bank, 2003 and in a forthcoming companion final report of the team 
on SADC regional financial systems in support of trade. 

5 None the less, CGIC, which handles the bulk of payment insurance from South Africa, says that their 
claims experience in SADC is roughly equivalent to experience in Europe or the United States. 

6 There are grievances on the former point. See Prakash Ratilal, “Percepcoes Sobre a Economia,” 
Economista 1, April 2002, pp. 45-104, especially the “Ëpilogo,” pp. 89-98. 

7 According to the Economist Intelligence Unit Country Report, July 7, 2004, the agriculture sector did 
well in 2003. Both cash crop and food crop production rose dramatically (p. 21-22) despite drought in 
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Exhibit 2-1 
South African Banks and Competitors 

South Africa’s banks are among the world’s most 

profitable. Whether this is due to a lack of 

competition or not, the banks know that their 

competitive advantages are not permanent and 

have plans to expand in the SADC region. Lending 

to SMEs in the SADC  region, however, is not a 

priority, though they recognize that the SME market 

presents a great opportunity. The difficulty lies in 

getting paid back—the weak legal and commercial 

environment in SADC has led to what banks call the 

“culture of non-repayment.” Meanwhile, these same 

banks in South Africa have been rapidly expanding 

their retail and agricultural lending. South Africa 

has one of the better environments for debt 

collection in the world because of its effective legal 

system, pro-creditor laws, and control by big banks 

of payment systems. Eventually, these SADC banks 

may expand there agriculatural and SME lending 

throughout the region, but legal and institutional 

reform will be critical. 

The big banks, however, have competitors. First 

National is the provider of the private equity which 

African International Financial Holdings (AIFH) (a 

firm based in Cambridge, Massachusetts with a 

small IFC holding) is using to try to buy large 

network, former parastatal banks and turn them 

into functioning retail banks. AIFH was a leading 

competitor for Zambia Commercial Bank (against 

the South African ABSA), but is also pursuing banks 

in other African countries, including Angola. 

Based in Botswana, the Enterprise Banking Group 

has acquired banks in Rwanda and Kenya and is 

about to buy one in Zambia. Their model is the 

Ugandan IFCU, which their principals have turned 

into a small, profitable retail bank. The Horizon 

Facilitators Ltd., incorporated in Mauritius, but 

based in Botswana, South Africa, and Zimbabwe, is 

already facilitating a fair amount of trade finance, 

but is negotiating with other sources of finance to 

rapidly increase its own capital resources. One of 

it’s principals, Alistair Tite was a team member. 

Obviously, the South African banks and their 

competitors see a profitable and unserved market in 

SADC. Other entrants may arrive. The Mauritius 

Commercial Bank, a Mauritian bank, has been 

aggressively expanding in Mozambique, and some 

local private groups are discussing launching a 

locally dominated bank. As with the Chimoio 

farmers, expansion will occur by itself but USAID 

could accelerate expansion by pressing SADC 

governments to improve the enabling environment 

by improving debt enforcement, broadening and 

enabling new forms of collateral, and creating a 

better system for obtaining credit information. 

USAID could also assist by occasionally sharing risk 

and assisting with schemes to limit administrative 

costs of lending and expand the technical capacity 

of financial institutions to do new sorts of lending, 

especially agricultural credit. 

                                                                                                                                                                      

the southern provinces. The only exception was cotton, according to our informants, because of poor 
cotton prices. Tobacco increased dramatically in response to the collapse of the Zimbabwean tobacco 
industry. (Some recovery is reported in African Business, February 2005, p. 8.) On the other hand, other 
sources report early warnings of famine. Somewhat inconsistently, the same country report says, 
“Agriculture and fisheries are underperforming, leading to low purchasing power in rural areas” (p. 
10). Perhaps this means that growth, though rapid, is not enough.  
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Exhibit 2-2 
Opportunity for Financial Services in SADC 

Many financial sector entrepreneurs agree that 

the market serving SMEs in SADC is promising. 

This services market will likely go along with 

the extension of retail banking services to 

consumers. The biggest void is in Angola, 

where a rich economy is almost unbanked. 

Entrepreneurs treat Angola like a gold mine—

though the reluctance of its rulers to work with 

the IMF suggests that it may go through the 

same banking boom and bust cycle as several 

other countries in the region. Zambia, where 

domestic private banks lie in ruins, has the 

advantage of a high-potential economy and 

sophistication far beyond Angola’s or even 

Mozambique’s. Unsurprisingly, demand from 

local USAID representatives for financial sector 

work in these two countries is considerable. 

Mozambique is similar to Zambia but 

somewhat farther along after the collapse of its 

two major banks in the mid-to late 1990s. The 

USAID/Malawi is reported to be focused on 

other aspects of 

the economy, but the banking opportunities 

there are clear. Banking in Tanzania has already 

progressed rapidly, thanks in part to the 

government taking some legal and regulatory 

steps. 

Commitment to a full common market in 

financial services within SADC by 2014 will 

accelerate these trends. As difficult as this may 

be when several countries still have currency 

control, a common market will unfold. The 

development of trade in the region will require 

a parallel development of finance. USAID 

Missions in Zambia and Mozambique are 

anxious to do work in this area.  

 

GAPI, a publicly and donor-financed finance company, provides roughly $14 million in small 

project loans to SMEs (maximum $300,000; average $10,000), and $3 million in apex 

microfinance funding to smaller microfinance institutions (MFI). Nonbank financing is 
limited, but the leasing industry is recovering, and several investment and merchant banks 

handle some financing. Some new institutions are in process of formation. Meanwhile, PODE, 

a World Bank-financed credit line of $12 million, has disbursed only $2.5 million, much of it to 
GAPI, because banks are liquid and do not need funds, and because of other restrictions on its 

activities and unremunerative rates for the banks. PODE’s minimum tenure is also 2.5 years, 

which is a long time for a bank to assume risk in Mozambique—and the bank assumes all the 
risk. IFC activities to promote enterprises linked to larger enterprises, especially Mozal, have 

supported some lending and are expanding.  

Microfinance is limited but expanding, including going up-market to small enterprises. 
Microenterprise lenders are partially fund-constrained. Insurance is imperfectly developed 

and this constrains trade finance. The cost of insurance is high, competition weak, and 

expertise in the existing firms is limited. As in the rest of SADC, Mozambique’s financial 
markets are regional and international, with money coming in from outside—as aid or 

otherwise. Two of the four big banks are controlled by major South African banks, the other 
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two by Portuguese banks.8 Domestic saving is low—and if it were high it is not clear that it 

would be invested in the country. Banks and private holders of wealth are liquid. Country 
risk is perceived as high.9 With the successful democratic election of a new president, 

however, some risk may be perceived to have decreased—at least for the duration of his term.  

Table 2-1 
Mozambique Bank Data and Comparisons 

Assets Deposits Credit 

Name Trillion Meticais 
Return on 
Assets (%) 

Return on 
Equity  (%) 

Net Int. Margin 
(%) NPL (%) 

2 0 0 2  A N D  2 0 0 3  D A T A  

BIM 14   .6/1.4 13.3 8.6/9.6 27 

BCI 8.1 6.6 3.6 4/2.37 39/25.42 7/6.07/15/-19.43 6.5 

Standard 7 6 1.2 2.3 25.9  5 

Austral 4   .93/3.69 3.74 19.01/16.21 54 

African Bank 1   4.14/8.32 17.84 6.08/3.5  

Banco Novo US$ 4.5 mil US$ 2.2 mil US$ 2.9 mil  -12  2.2 

Total (Trillion Meticais) 35 28? 14 1.59 22.1  21 

2 0 0 2  D A T A  

Standard SA 304 RM      2.8 

ABSA SA 247 RM      5.2 

State Bank Mauritius 34 RM   2.93/4.46 20.93 4.47/4.19 6.79 

Mauritius Community  
Bank 

87 RM   1.47/1.83 15.71 4.12/2.08 6.29 

SOURCES: Banking Survey Africa 2003, KPMG (December 2002 data); http://us.kpmg.com/Microsite/FSLibraryDotCom/Docs/ 
2003BankingSurveyAfrica.pdf ; Annual Reports of BIM, BCI, Standard, Banco; Novo Statistical Bulletin, June 2004, Bank 
Mozambique (December  2003 figures);  FSAP Report March 2004. 

LEGAL AND REGULATORY CONSTRAINTS  

Reforming the legal, regulatory, and institutional environment, it is generally agreed, would 

significantly increase the flow of financing.  

                                                             

8 The Portuguese presence has a different salience in each case. In the large BIM, it has the government as 
a partner—a situation which, despite IMF pressure, is likely to persist. It is rumored that this 
Portuguese bank is interested in selling out as it has with some of its other European investments. Its 
spokesmen deny the possibility. The other Portuguese bank is a semipublic institution and more 
financially stable. 

9 For example, COFACE, the French-owned export payment risk exporter rates the country as a C for 
short-term risk and very high risk for medium-term credit—compared to A3 and quite low risk for 
Mauritius, D and very high risk for Zimbabwe and Zambia. In August 2004, Fitch rated the country B 
for short- and long-term risk and B+ for local currency long-term risk (?). Standard and Poor rated it B. 
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• IMF FSAP 2004. The IMF argues that major obstacles to the provision of finance are legal 

and regulatory in nature: slow debt recovery through the courts, ineffective and inefficient 
bankruptcy procedures, outmoded Civil Procedure and Commercial Codes, an inadequate 

legal framework for secured transactions, particularly with land.10 It notes improvement in 

the coverage of the “public credit registry, ” but recognizes that “the poor lending 
environment reflects a weak repayment culture.” 

• Overall Environment. While legal and regulatory constraints impede finance, so does the 

underdevelopment of financial institutions and their low tolerance for risk. 

 The types of usable collateral are limited. Land cannot be privately owned and the 

transfer of leases requires bureaucratic clearance. Houses and structures are 

frequently used as collateral, but there are limitations given the land tenure situation. 
Regulations and attitudes constrain the use of accounts receivable finance. 

 The courts are slow and inefficient, particularly in enforcing contracts, payment 

obligations, and handling bankruptcy. The culture of non-repayment is partially 
reflected in the low rankings granted Mozambique by international raters. 

 Credit information is not well organized or well used. The central bank has an 

efficient information center for checking loan applicants and assessing risk, and a 
reasonably accessible loan register contains 98 percent of eligible loans. But neither the 

center nor the register is linked with other sources of credit information (e.g., court 

records, utility companies) or is generally accessible to non-bank credit givers, or to 
those providing credit information services. A few agencies provide credit reports on 

local firms, but they are almost subterranean. Even getting data about the operations 

of these credit information firms is difficult. Our informants were reluctant to provide 
names or phone numbers and felt that the firm representatives would refuse to meet 

us. 

 Partly because of the money the government had to borrow for recapitalization of 
looted banks, rates of interest on government debt are high, and banks thus often 

prefer to invest in government paper. The government is acting to lower these rates 

and to address the “crowding out” effect of government borrowing. 

 Finally, rapid appreciation of the Mozambican metical and the South Africa rand 

against the U.S. dollar has distorted trade and financial markets. This is occurring 

after a period of some stability and will have powerful influences on the economy.  

                                                             

10 The Finance Committee of the CTA, chaired by Rui Gonzalez, compiled a similar list of obstacles. 
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LIMITATIONS OF FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS  

• Bankable Enterprises Underserved. On the basis of a survey conducted in 2002, 11 the IMF 

concludes that that access to financing is “the most severe obstacle to …business 
performance.” Access to domestic and to foreign financing ranked second and third as 

obstacles.12  Our interviews revealed that some SMEs, especially in agriculture, had 

financing problems, that is their otherwise creditworthy needs were not being met. Other 
problems like costs of production and shipment, lack of foreign buyers, and legal and 

regulatory costs are bigger obstacles (see Exhibit 2-3).  

• Nonetheless, bank credit and outside credit overall play a small role in the economy. 
Ninety percent of enterprise working capital and two-thirds of new investment come from 

own funds according to the same IMF survey. Banks fund only 10 percent of new 

investment, though that is not necessarily a low figure. The rule of thumb is that one-third 
of working capital should come from banks, one-third from trade credit, and one-third from 

equity. This clearly differs by industry and in countries such as Mozambique, where 

entrepreneurs often lack private funds. The expected portion of equity is usually even 
higher for small new projects, but again Mozambique probably differs. Our interviews 

revealed a number of bankable projects that had difficulty getting financed, and relatively 

few sources of various kinds of credit and insurance. These included a large sugar mill near 
Maputo, some citrus growers, and Zimbabwean refugee farmers near Chimoio. The 

Maputo banking market appears to be overbanked for certain types of financial services 

while other services are difficult to access. Field-to-floor and crop insurance, a favorite of 
South African banks, is available if expensive, but many enterprises outside of Maputo are 

not able to locate the vendor. 

• Financial Institutions Weak and Hesitant. Lending is constrained by (1) perceived high 
levels of risk, based on unfortunate recent experience; (2) actual high levels of cost (due 

diligence and administration), especially for small and unfamiliar borrowers; and (3) lack of 

expertise to handle many types of lending, including trade finance. 

                                                             

11 IMF Country Report 4/52, “Republic of Mozambique: Financial System Stability Assessment 
Including Report on the Observance of Standards and Codes on the Following Topics: Banking 
Supervision, Payments Systems and Anti-Moneylaundering and Combating the Financing of 
Terrorism,” Washington, DC: IMF, March 2004. 

12 Interest rates are high in comparison to the United States or London, but arguments that these 
represent the fact that money is more expensive are plausible. In any case, interest costs are being 
brought down. 
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Exhibit 2-3 
Chimoio Farmers and Beyond 

In Chimoio, about 100 new commercial farmers, 

mostly from Zimbabwe, produce flowers, 

vegetables and fruits, all airshipped to Europe. 

Most also produce tobacco because of ready 

credit from major tobacco buyers. Tobacco 

cultivation, however, is not profitable so 

farmers are desperately seeking credit to do 

other things, and to buy themselves out of the 

heavy debt burden of tobacco-growing 

contracts. An agricultural finance expert with 

Standard Bank is developing finance plans for 

them. He indicated that any partial guarantee 

from USAID or donors would strengthen his 

position with the Standard Bank’s credit 

policymakers in Johannesburg. He seemed 

unclear about the terms and conditions likely 

for guarantees mentioned by a USAID 

contractor. Hollard Insurance is already 

offering the field-to-floor insurance that 

Standard Bank wants. UCB, a Mauritian owned 

bank, and GAPI (a fifty/fifty joint venture of 

the government and the Friedrich Ebert 

Foundation) have provided some credit. Other 

efforts to improve infrastructure for these 

farmers are ongoing. For example, these 

Chimoio farmers have been negotiating for 

regular flights to Johannesburg so they need not 

depend on shipping through Harare, which 

presents risks because of political developments 

in that country.  

Other than agricultural finance for these 

farmers, there is a question of how much more 

broadly the banks’ agricultural finance capacity 

might be extended. A group of commercial 

citrus farmers, one of whom is already 

negotiating with UCB, did not know about the 

Standard Bank initiative until Nathan-TSG 

informed them of it.  

A number of the Zimbabweans already fund  

significant groups of outgrowers and would 

fund more if they could secure refinancing. 

Mozambique’s banks already fund a fair 

number of such schemes through larger 

corporate borrowers; and these schemes are 

generally profitable for banks, companies, and 

outgrowers (IFAD 2003). Outgrower programs 

can obviously be extended. USAID funds have 

frequently been involved either directly or 

through Technoserve, CLUSA, or 

ACDI/VOCA.  

The nascent microfinance banks, especially 

Novo Banco, could become a source for small 

older credit. Novo Banco’s promoter, IPC of 

Germany, does a great deal of agricultural 

financing in its Eastern European banks. With 

their new branch in Chimoio, agricultural 

finance would be a natural extension of this 

activity. But Novo Banco would have to study 

the market carefully.  

 

• Prospects. Mr. Tite, a member of the Nathan-TSG team who has been coming to 

Mozambique since 1985 to do banking, reports remarkable progress. Banks exist, 

considerable sound financing is extended, and various private financial entrepreneurs are 
preparing to launch new products and institutions. Mozambique survived a decade in 

which two very large state institutions collapsed and others found themselves compelled to 

proceed cautiously. The new management of the reconstructed banks (BIM and Austral), as 
well as of Standard (formerly Totta), and the established BCI are all ready to expand. 

Standard Bank in particular is at a critical juncture in agriculture financing. Some revived 

banks and non bank finance companies, and perhaps new entrants such as UCB, Novo 
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Banco, and ULC are also in expansion mode. It may be that their expansion could be 

accelerated by others, such as USAID, sharing some initial risk, providing marginal 
technical assistance and policy support, and encouraging new entrants in the financial 

markets. Further, commercial bank funds are not always designed for new investment 

needs, so some funds might be needed on that account. The limitations are posed both by 
the question of matching the terms on deposits with lending, and the difficulty of assessing 

and securing investment in new projects. 

• Banks Do Not Need Funds. In general, banks are liquid and do not need funds. Funding at 
other institutions, such as GAPI, is constrained because banks are reluctant to lend to them 

at rates that would give them adequate margins. Interestingly, GAPI is preparing to solicit 

public deposits. There is a qualification. As exacerbated by the decline of the dollar, large 
metical deposits (roughly 60 percent of total) and demand for credit in dollars (roughly 60 

percent of total) are mismatched, even though the metical is easily exchangeable. In this 

context despite currency controls the mismatch raises risk.





 

3. Proposed Solutions  
Mozambique’s problems with the regulatory and policy environment seem to call for primary 

focus on policy and legal reform remedial measures: enable the use of land and other 

potential assets as collateral, improve the functioning of the courts, link sources of credit 
information. These are all the subjects of recommendations by the finance committee of the 

Confederacao das Associacoes Economicas de Mozambique to which the team responded 

directly.  

Various proposals to start new development banks, publicly financed guarantee and lending 

programs, and new financial institutions are being vigorously advanced. The team reviewed 

all of these as well as a number of initiatives team members themselves developed. Among 
these, the primary five proposals are  

1. Promote a facility for preparing project proposals (and support a proposal preparation 

institute); 
2. Use framework agreements; 

3. Gather and disseminate credit information more efficiently;  

4. Encourage new entrants in banking, insurance, and nonbank financing; and 
5. Improve insurance services for trade. 

The following subsections describe these proposals and are followed by proposals for 

development finance institutions and some likely alternatives. 

1. Promote a Facility for Preparing Project Proposals 

In every interview, entrepreneurs told the team that the banks were not interested in 
financing projects, that no financing was available for their type of project, and that the 

process for assessing financing applications was long, tedious, and very bureaucratic. 

Meanwhile, financiers said that proposed projects were too risky, lacking well thought out 
business plans and budgets or cash flows; that amounts requested were either too small or too 

large for their organization; that personal contribution from the entrepreneur was non-

existent or minimal (most financiers want at least a 30 percent contribution); that security was 
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often lacking, insufficient, or not acceptable; and that entrepreneurs had poor management 

skills or no record. 

After a number of interviews and probing the following emerged: 

• Potentially good, viable projects are seeking financing; 

• Bank managers, especially at branch level, do not have the skills necessary to assess 
projects; 

• Projects being presented are more often than not being presented in a manner that makes 

them look unattractive to financiers; 

• Financiers often do not have the time, inclination, or skills to turn these projects into 

bankable projects; 

• Financiers do not know where to go to find syndicate/funding partners for larger projects; 

• Financiers are unaware of the various mechanisms that can be used to enhance financing 

proposals  such as insurance, guarantees from various NGOs, and government 

organizations; 

• Financiers are unaware of techniques such as collateral stock management, back-to-back 

letters of credit, red clause letters of credit, etc. 

It is proposed that donors or the private sector sponsor a Project Proposal Preparation Facility 
(1) to receive projects from entrepreneurs and/or potential financiers that require work to be 

done on them; (2) to assess the project’s viability and likelihood of obtaining financing; and (3) 

to decide if the project has potential.13  

If the facility decides against the project, it will inform the sponsor and/or financier within a 

48-hour period with reasons. The sponsor can then decide either to address concerns or 

abandon the project. If the facility decides that the project has potential, it will inform the 
sponsor and/or the financier within a 48-hour period. The facility will then work with the 

entrepreneur/sponsor to turn the business plan into a bankable proposal. The business plan 

will include all the elements of a proper bankable document (i.e., budgets, cash flows, 
marketing plan, human resource requirements, management expertise). The proposal to the 

financier will include security being offered. In this regard the facility would have already 

obtained ”in principle” approval from potential insurers for, inter alia, credit and political 
risks, guarantors, potential co-financiers, and support from NGOs. 

It is proposed that donors or the private sector sponsor the initial assessment; this fee will be 

about US$200. Should the assessment go to the next stage, the basic fee will go up to US$5 
000, depending on the work and funding required, and be payable to the preparer on 

completion of the financing proposal. This fee will be underwritten by donors or the private 

                                                             

13 This proposal was prepared by Alistair Tite of the Nathan-TSG team. 
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sector. On successful granting of the loan, the sponsor will refund all fees to donors or the 

private sector from the first draw down under the facility. As an added incentive, the 
packager will be offered a success fee of 1 percent on the amount raised, such fee to be paid by 

the entrepreneur on the first draw down from the facility. 

Donors or the private sector might also support one or more packaging institution. Such 
support would consist of a guarantee that enables the institution to raise facilities from 

financial institutions to finance small projects or help finance large projects. The institution 

would be a non-bank financial institution, managed according to conventional good 
governance systems as practiced in the conventional banking system. It will not, however, be 

a banking institution. The shareholders and directors of the institution could include its 

promoters, plus others including USAID who wish to be involved. 

2. Use Framework Agreements 

Three impediments to trade and trade-related financing for SMEs—risk, cost, and capacity—
could be addressed through framework agreements in Southern Africa. Such agreements 

would involve financial institutions working in public-private partnerships to increase the 

availability of financing for enterprises, especially, but not exclusively, SMEs engaged in trade 
and related activities. 

IMPEDIMENTS TO BE ADDRESSED 

Risk. Financial institutions are often reluctant to support transactions, especially for SMEs, 

because risk is perceived, rightly or wrongly, as unacceptably high. Creating financial clusters 
through framework agreements spreads risk among financial institutions, the public sector, 

and NGO partners, thereby making support for SME trade-related financing more feasible. 

Cost. Performing due diligence, structuring, and administration for financing of SMEs is often 
too costly and time-consuming to justify support for small transactions. Developing 

framework agreements would involve packaging transactions so that costs are kept to a 

minimum and shared by the cluster (framework participants). Sharing costs and packaging 
financial transactions would make financial support for transactions more attractive to 

financial institutions. 

Capacity (Expertise/Know-how). While headquarters of financial institutions may or may not 
have the expertise to assess risk and to structure trade and related transactions, bankers at the 

branch level often lack the skills required to undertake such transactions. The same is true for 

SMEs, which lack the know-how to present financial institutions with bankable transactions. 
A framework agreement would standardize transactions, providing all necessary legal and 
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due diligence forms. In other words, both bankers and SMEs would be provided with an “A-

Z” manual (including all documentation) to complete a transaction. 

PARTICIPANTS 

Possible participants include banks, non-bank financial institutions, insurance companies, 

NGOs, multilateral development banks, and donors. Depending on the specific agreement, 

other private sector entities may participate. Any combination of these entities could create a 
risk-sharing cluster. For example, suppliers of agriculture equipment and suppliers of 

fertilizers and seeds could form an agreement. Equipment suppliers could take a portion of 

risk, along with other participants, by providing buyers with credit terms; and input suppliers 
could use the agreement to mitigate risk and provide buyer credits to customers.  

In Mozambique, the following have expressed interest in framework agreements: 

• International Finance Corporation (IFC) (Johannesburg office with responsibility for 
Mozambique and other SADC countries) 

• TechnoServe 

• Rural Financial Services Promotion Center (CPSFR), a USAID project entity. 
• Standard Bank 

• BCI Fomento 

• Bank Austral (provided clear guarantees can be established with USAID) 
• GAPI (active financial institution owned by donors and other entities) 

• Hollard Insurance, Mozambique 

• Commercial and Industrial Association of Sofala 
• Chamber of Commerce, Beira 

• Norwegian Aid.  

And South African banks and insurers providing credit/cover to Mozambique and other 
SADC countries have also expressed interest:  

• FNB (First National Bank) 

• ABSA 
• Standard Chartered 

• PSG (non-bank financial institution, focused on trade finance) 

• CUAL (large insurer owned by COFACE) 
• Hollard Insurance, South Africa 

RISK SHARING  

Participants must then negotiate a risk-sharing arrangement. How risk is shared and in what 

percentages will depend on the number and nature of participants (commercial bank, insurer, 
NGO, donor, IFI), but the fundamental principle of risk-sharing would remain the same. For 

example, those in an agreement could assume risk according to the following percentages: 
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• Bank—50% 

• Insurer—25% 
• Donor—10% 

• NGO—5% 

• International Financial Institution—10% 

An agreement may involve any combination of participants, such that, for example, there may 

be no insurance company, but two donors. Percentages would be subject to negotiation up-

front and would be arranged as part of the agreement. The percentage of risk assumed per 
participant would be set for a period of no less than 6 months. Negotiations would not occur 

on each transaction proposed under the agreement, since the agreement would be a standard 

package, ensuring a cost-effective process and quick decisions. 

Compensation would be proportional to assumed risk. A bank handling administration on 

behalf of the cluster would receive extra compensation to cover administration costs. 

In much the same way that syndicated financing is arranged among several financial 
institutions, the framework agreement would simplify administration, reduce cost, and speed 

the assessing and closing of transactions. The agreement would standardize processes for 

financing application, due diligence, credit decisions, pricing, administering a transaction, et 
cetera, thereby ensuring that credit decisions are taken and that individual transactions are  

administered efficiently and inexpensively.  

Application Forms. Framework participants would agree on the design of succinct and simple 
application forms. Business associations and chambers of commerce would be asked to 

participate in the design to ensure that forms are acceptable to the business community. 

(Industry associations and chambers of commerce have expressed strong interest in 
framework agreements and would welcome being consulted.) 

Due Diligence. Framework participants would agree on a due diligence process. Step-by-step 

procedures would be established by various categories. Parameters would be detailed for 
each category to keep the process simple and efficient for individual bank officers. A scoring 

system for each category would be agreed. The total weighted score for all categories would 

determine if a particular transaction is or is not acceptable. Scoring would also determine 
pricing. Packaging transactions in a standard format would result in substantial 

cost/administrative savings for financial institutions. 

Pricing. The framework agreement would establish pricing parameters depending on fixed 
costs (administration) and according to risk scoring, which would be attributed to specific 

types of transactions, risk parameters, and tenors (i.e., the time-length of credit). To make the 

agreement predictable and efficient, participants would establish all of the abovementioned 
factors up-front so that pricing is not decided arbitrarily for each transaction. Businesses 

would benefit from knowing, up-front, what financing costs will be. The more predictable the 
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pricing, the more able a business is at managing its affairs. As with other elements of the 

agreement, participants would review pricing at regular intervals (e.g., every 6 months). As 
with all other elements of the agreement, chambers of commerce and business associations 

would be consulted in designing the agreement. Consultations involving business as full 

partners will help ensure buy-in and help market the agreement. 

Legal Documentation. As in syndicated deals, participants would agree up-front on all legal 

documentation to be applied to transactions under the agreement. Doing so will ensure that 

transactions are efficient and cost-effective. Otherwise, legal costs and the time spent 
negotiating documentation will jeopardize the viability of transactions for financial 

institutions and borrowers alike. This is especially so for trade transactions, which often 

require quick decisions.  

Turn-Around Times. To ensure efficient and timely decisions, turn-around times would be 

agreed and added to the agreement so that business and participants know how long a 

process will take at each stage (e.g.,  X number of days for due diligence; X number of days to 
respond to potential borrowers from date of completed application) . 

Administration and Monitoring of Financed Transactions. Once a decision has been made to 

support a transaction, and following the disbursement of funds, the transaction will need to 
be monitored. Participants will need to agree on monitoring procedures, which may vary 

depending on the transaction. Monitoring procedures will be detailed in the agreement and 

help mitigate risk and standardize the process. The participating bank will administer loans.  

Deal Flow/Pipeline. Businesses/potential borrowers would approach a participating bank for 

financial support under the agreement. The bank would work from the application stage, 

through to decision, disbursement, monitoring, and repayment. It would also handle arrears 
and work-outs as required. (All procedures involving arrears and requiring work-outs would 

be detailed in the agreement.) Involving all participants in credit decisions and administration 

would be time-consuming and expensive. As such, the bank will take all decisions case by 
case in accordance with procedures, scoring mechanisms, and risk parameters agreed on by 

participants. 

Each quarter (or as agreed), participants would audit the loan portfolio, along with rejected 
applications. The bank would provide participants with reports, summarizing deal-flow. As 

required, participants could amend the agreement to ensure it is working properly and 

fulfilling its mandate. Participants might want to appoint an auditing firm to review 
transactions undertaken and rejected under the framework agreement. 

CAPACITY BUILDING 

A primary impediment in financing trade and related transactions is the lack of capacity 

within banks. A bank is not able to accept risk if it does not know how to assess, mitigate, or 
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manage risk. Banks also lack the skills to structure transactions. On the basis of interviews 

conducted with banks and businesses, the lack of expertise is evident by general measures, 
such as the high percentage of non-performing loans, and is even worse in specific sectors, 

especially agribusiness. Given the potential of agriculture to create jobs and expand exports in 

Mozambique (and in a number of SADC countries), one cannot think of a more detrimental 
area in which to lack expertise.  

Whether or not a particular framework agreement specifically addresses the lack of financing 

in agribusiness, all agreements will package due diligence processes and ready-made 
structures to address the lack of capacity in banks, particularly at the branch level where 

businesses propose most transactions. The framework agreement would provide bank officers 

with a detailed manual, containing all processes, structuring, and documentation required to 
assess and complete transactions, possibly in specific industry sectors, such as agribusiness. 

In addition, companies lack the know-how to approach a financial institution with a bankable 

transaction. Potential borrowers often lack the information that banks need and appreciation 
of what banks need to make a sound credit decision. The framework agreement, or at least 

parts of it, would be distributed to business associations and chambers of commerce to help 

businesses prepare for application and due diligence.  

ELIGIBLE TRANSACTIONS 

The more limitations imposed on the agreement, the more challenging it will be to implement 

and administer. Nevertheless, participants may wish to focus on certain sectors, and some 

may require a sector focus. For example, should TechnoServe join an agreement it would 
likely insist that eligible transactions be restricted to agriculture, tourism, pulp and paper, 

furniture, and aquaculture. 

Participants would likely agree that the SME sector should be targeted, but participants 
would need to define what constitutes an SME. Interviews with the business community in 

Mozambique revealed that larger transactions also suffer from a lack of financial support. 

Some agriculture projects with high export potential require loans on the order of $2 million 
or more. In some cases, starting an agriculture project demands volume to generate the 

economies of scale that render shipping for export viable. Framework participants may want 

to consider not excluding larger transactions from support under framework agreements. 

REGIONAL/INTERNATIONAL FOCUS FOR IMPLEMENTATION 

As with some other countries in SADC, Mozambique’s financial sector is largely controlled 

from abroad. Banks are controlled by owners in Portugal, South Africa, and Mauritius. It is 

recommended that Mozambique conduct consultations in these countries when starting to 
negotiate a framework agreement to attain buy-in from all parties. 
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RECOMMENDED FIRST FRAMEWORK AGREEMENT—AGRIBUSINESS 

The first framework agreement could be model for others. It could, for example, consist of the 

following cluster: Standard Bank (Mozambique), TechnoServe, Hollard Insurance, CPSFR, 
and IFC. CPSFR would require USAID’s concurrence. Other participants might include 

private sector suppliers of agricultural equipment and seed/fertilizer inputs, as well as 

another donor.  

TechnoServe has expressed interest in creating an agreement that could be duplicated in 

numerous markets. Hollard Insurance, which is considering expanding in SADC, sees a 

framework agreement as a good strategic mechanism through which to establish operations 
throughout SADC. Standard Bank (Mozambique) has been looking for a mechanism to share 

risk, reduce cost, and develop capacity to expand market share in Mozambique. CPSFR is 

seeking prudent and efficient structures through which to invest its USAID funds and sees a 
framework agreement as an appropriate mechanism. 

While TechnoServe could assume financial risk on transactions, it could also play a role in due 

diligence and monitoring of agribusiness transactions financed under a framework 
agreement. Given TechnoServe’s focus on agribusiness, and given the significant export 

potential of this sector in Mozambique and other SADC countries, it is recommended that the 

first agreement focus on agribusiness. 

As discussed with TechnoServe, banks, insurers, and businesses in Mozambique and South 

Africa, commercial farms could be the target market for a first framework agreement on 

agribusiness. Commercial farms have well-developed relations with reputable trading firms 
that on-sell to large retail food chains in developed markets; often get much of their supply 

from small-scale micro farmers (outgrowers); and are underserved by financial institutions. If 

these farms could obtain financing through a framework agreement, they could on-lend (sub-
borrow) to outgrowers to expand supply for export. Farms that use outgrowers for supply 

would monitor and assume the performance and repayment risk on outgrowers. Thus, 

framework participants would assume risk only on the commercial farmers, while supporting 
micro-farmers. With financing, the number of outgrowers would expand and the quality of 

outgrowers’ production would improve through the purchase of seeds and fertilizer, 

something rarely done now because of a lack of financing. 

In focusing on agriculture and targeting commercial farms that use outgrowers, the first 

framework agreement could have a significant impact on development while presenting 

manageable risks.  

RECOMMENDATIONS 

USAID should consider funding technical assistance experts to help design and negotiate a 

framework agreement. Through the DCA guarantee mechanism, USAID could be a member 
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of the financial cluster that would comprise the first and possibly subsequent agreements. 

USAID should consider a maximum 20 percent risk participation, depending on the number 
of participants. The less risk assumed, the higher the multiplier affect in the market, relative to 

the allotted budget for the framework agreement project. Thus, if $10 million is earmarked for 

the framework agreement, at a 20 percent risk-participation level, the multiplier would be 5 
times, amounting to $50 million in financing for Mozambique.  

3. Gather and Disseminate Credit Information Efficiently 

In theory, better credit information should increase the flow and decrease the cost of credit. 

Lenders should be able to avoid “lemons,” borrowers who have not paid in the past and are 

unlikely to do so in the future. But, as with all theories, the question is what the marginal 
return to improved credit information services in Mozambique would be.14 

Mozambique already has two extremely useful resources. A center of risks at the Central Bank 

records bank borrower experience and provides it to the banks on request. A debt register, 
according to the IMF, receives 98 percent of the covered debts and records the details of the 

collateral involved. This register is a little less readily available, but one banker found it easy 

to access. But South African lenders and credit risk insurers reported that they have many 
deals with Mozambican parties whose credit status is uncertain, and that this is particularly a 

problem because Mozambique has a “culture of non-repayment.” Credit information also 

suffers other shortcomings. For example, it does not include data from key creditors like 
utilities, nor does it include positive data such as average checking balances. South Africans 

reported difficulties accessing company data. Information is not linked and must be gathered 

from various sources. And, most important, access is limited (e.g., only Mozambican banks 
have access to the risk center of the Central Bank). Ideally, any potential creditor should have 

access, provided they are willing to pay for it. Mozambican businesses in international trade 

often do not realize how much they are being penalized for the lack of credit information 
about them. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

Organize Stakeholder Seminar. USAID might support a seminar in Maputo in which 

Mozambican exporters, traders, bankers, and policymakers meet with export risk insurers 
and credit information agencies to learn about their requirements and perhaps discuss what, 

if anything, Mozambican businesses can do to improve their business profiles. This seminar 

could also make decision makers aware of the real costs of lacunae in the legal and regulatory 
framework for credit. 

                                                             

14 Miller, Margaret J. (ed.) Credit Reporting Systems and the International Economy. Cambridge, MA: MIT 
Press, 2003. 
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Encourage Credit Information Development. On both the policy and institutional level, the 

development of a more comprehensive, integrated, and accessible credit information system 
for Mozambique should be encouraged.15 

Pursue Donor Coordination. This is also an area in which the World Bank and IFC are 

normally active, so constructive donor coordination is called for. Though World Bank output 
is sometimes too predictable, those involved as well as USAID’s financial sector experts,  are 

generally flexible. 

4. Encourage New Entrants  

USAID should keep apprised of new entrants in banking, insurance, and nonblank financing. 

In collaboration with the U.S. Embassy it should assist new entrants in overcoming regulatory 
constraints to entry. Even when entities are foreign corporations (e.g., Mauritian), significant 

U.S. equity and commercial interests are usually involved as well as benefits to the 

Mozambique financial system. Some grant assistance to Novo Banco might help it enter the 
agricultural lending sector. If continued, current assistance in cooperation with Technoserve, 

ACDI-VOCA, and CLUSA will help entrants into agricultural lending. The entrance of 

Standard Bank seems advanced, but U.S. guarantees would accelerate entry into agricultural 
lending. 

5. Improve Insurance Services for Trade 

Banks in developed economies use insurance products to structure transactions, thereby 

mitigating risk and making difficult transactions more viable to finance. This is especially so 

for agriculture, a sector that holds great potential for Mozambique and SADC. While banks in 
Mozambique have started to use insurance products to structure transactions, insurance 

products are not well integrated in bank financing, to the detriment of many transactions. 

Because it could help increase access to financing among SMEs involved in trade and trade-
related activities, insurance should not be overlooked. 

                                                             

15 The IFC and the World Bank, with USAID encouragement, have been promoting systems that contain 
information from nonblank credit services, such as phone and utility companies and retailers, and from 
nonfinancial services, such as courts, companies, population registers. This information covers the 
positive (average account balances) and the negative (late payments). Providing fuller, more reliable, 
and therefore measurable data, these systems are more financially sustainable because they have a 
larger potential clientele. Fuller treatment is contained in Credit Reporting Systems and the International 
Economy (Cambridge MA: MIT Press, 2003). During a presentation to EGAT in the fall of 2004, the IFC 
reported on a study demonstrating the positive effect of such credit information development on 
economic as well as financial development.  
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For example, the lack of agricultural insurance, is considered an impediment to financing. 

During interviews, banks, insurers, and agricultural businesses identified crop insurance and 
field-to-floor insurance as two important products for agriculture. Notwithstanding 

exclusions by specific insurers and/or for specific types of crop, crop insurance covers risk 

(primarily weather-related) from seed planting to harvest. Field-to-floor insurance covers risk 
from harvest to the buyer’s warehouse. Either form of insurance mitigates banks’ risk and can 

add a significant element of comfort to financiers when considering credit for agricultural 

projects. But prudently structured transactions are impeded by a number of insurance-related 
issues in Mozambique: high cost, 5 percent tax on premiums, premiums having to be paid on 

expected not actual yield, lack of capacity (expertise) in insurance sector, and banks’ lack the 

capacity to structure transactions with insurance.16 

LIMITED COMPETITION AND HIGH COST  

The insurance sector in Mozambique is relatively new, has limited economies of scale, and 

lacks competition. The sector comprises three insurance brokers (Alexander Forbes, Aon, and 

Glen Rand), and five insurers (EMOSE, SIM, CGSM, MCS, and Hollard). Of the insurers, 
Hollard is foreign owned (South African, though the owners are Dutch citizens resident in 

New York) and is considered among the most reliable. Hollard offers crop and field-to-floor 

insurance, is seeking ways to expand the market for these and other products, and is 
considering expanding operations in SADC. Hollard confirmed that its margin in 

Mozambique is 20 percent higher than in South Africa, but time to investigate the reasons for 

this was lacking. Many banks and agribusinesses find insurance prohibitively expensive and 
this may be hindering agricultural sector financing. 

Recommendation 

Given the potential impact of insurance on financing in the agriculture sector in Mozambique, 

USAID should consider investigating the fee structure of insurance products to determine 
what, if any, non-distorting measures could be taken to lower the cost of insurance. 

LACK OF CAPACITY/WEAK SECTOR 

According to insurance experts interviewed by the Nathan-TSG team, only four insurance 

professionals in all of Mozambique have proper insurance accreditation. No formal courses or 
accreditation is available in Mozambique. The industry’s lack of capacity causes some 

insurance professionals to be concerned about the viability of insurance companies in 

Mozambique, many of which are apparently not well managed. Some professionals confided 

                                                             

16 The team was not able to assess complaints about cost or payment on expected yield versus actual 
yield. 
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that they limit their exposure (through re-insurance) to local insurance companies, because 

they would not be surprised if some were to collapse.  

Recommendations 

USAID should consider some technical assistance programs for the insurance sector in 

Mozambique. It should also consider studying regulatory and monitoring practices of the 

regulatory authority to strengthen the sector and ensure that insurance companies are sound. 

BANKS’ LACK OF CAPACITY TO STRUCTURE DEALS WITH INSURANCE 

As discussed in the framework agreement proposal, bankers in Mozambique often lack 

capacity to structure transactions with insurance. While structuring transactions with 

insurance is not complex, and some banks in Mozambique use insurance to do so, insurance 
as a tool to mitigate risk is not widely used or sought after. 

Recommendation  

The framework agreement would include banks and insurers, thereby mitigating risk on 

certain transactions and creating a working partnership through which both financial sectors 
could collaborate to significantly increase the flow of trade and agribusiness finance in 

Mozambique.  

Development Banks, Agricultural Banks, SME and Agricultural 
Funds, and Second-tier Banks and Alternatives 

Proposals for development, agricultural, and second-tier banks are documented in “Agenda 

2025: The Nation’s Visions and Strategies,” produced by a group that includes all elements of 

Mozambique society.17 The agenda benefited from considerable international assistance, from 
UNDP, the Carter Center, the Friedrich Ebert Center, as well as input from the Presidency, 

Parliament, and academics. Its recommendations are paralleled in the election manifesto of 

the new President. The agenda seems to be calling for funds to be provided on a concessional 
basis and to have a long-term and middle-term orientation, as well as a rural orientation.18 

The development bank would be a “second tier institution.” Elsewhere the agenda proposes a 

guarantee fund and an SME fund, implying that these will not be the focus of the proposed 
bank.  

                                                             

17 The Committee of Counsellors, Agenda 2025: The Nation’s Visions and Strategies, Maputo, 2003. 
18 The agenda does not speak about agricultural production though this seems included by implication. 
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Many a government impatient with reluctance in the banking sector to lend to “worthy” 

enterprises has decided to create a bank to undertake such lending. In Mozambique, such a 
bank’s funds will primarily come from donors. Such banks—agricultural, development or 

otherwise—have generally failed miserably, especially in Africa.19 The exceptions in Africa 

are typically in microfinance (with which the proposal for a development bank is not 
concerned) and sometimes in the financing of public infrastructure and large projects in 

cooperation with large and multinational corporations. Dealing with agriculture and SME has 

proved difficult. A draft study on agricultural development banks in Africa, sponsored by 
AFRACA, their trade association, concludes that agricultural finance works only when treated 

as a variant of microfinance.20 The same conclusion seems at the core of the new USAID 

study, “State Owned Retail Banks” which is now underway.21 

The difficulty in Mozambique is illustrated by the fact that a second-tier lender would have 

few primary lenders to deal with. Though three significant microfinance groups exist, none 

does much rural finance. The rules for setting up cooperatives are highly restrictive and the 
cooperatives in any case have a bad name. And, as already indicated, banks seem reluctant to 

lend for agriculture or long-term activities. At the moment, the most significant primary 

project lender for SME is GAPI; but if it is intended to expand its funds the obvious question 
is why not do so directly. Of course, much more lending would occur if the second-tier lender 

took the overwhelming share of the risk—but this then calls into question the role of primary 

lenders.  

As pointed out earlier, a number of lenders are poised to lend to the commercial agriculture 

sector, and it is likely that these lenders will expand their credit. Certainly, guarantees from 

others would nudge them along—though excessively high guarantee levels seem hard to 
justify. New entrants are also to be encouraged because this sector is clearly perceived as a 

high potential market. 

In addition, microfinance could serve peasant agriculture, but local experience is limited. By 
international standards, microfinance has developed slowly in Mozambique. Nonetheless it is 

developing and Mozambique could pioneer microcredit for agricultural production. Again, 

this may occur independently, but donor support will accelerate it  

                                                             

19 Thomas Timberg, “The Second Coming of Agricultural Credit”and “Development Banks and 
Mozambique” 2004. The first of these is posted on the Nathan Associates Website, 
http://www.nathaninc.com. 

20 Ed. Gerhard Coetzee, Agricultural Development Banks in Africa: The Way Forward, Nairobi, Kenya: 
African Rural and Agricultural Credit Association, 2002.  

21 Robin Young and Robert Vogel, “State-Owned Retail Banks (SORBs) in Rural and Microfinance 
Markets: A Framework for Considering the Constraints and Potential,”Accelerated Microenterprise 
Advancement Project, January 2005. 
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Mozambique would be a pioneer, though not alone.22 Various microfinance organizations 

have been financing agricultural production for years, though their typical short-term loans 
are not ideal for this purpose. In Indonesia, surveys indicate that 10-20 percent of 

microfinance was going for agriculture. In Sri Lanka and India, small farmers have been 

financed through the banks, at some considerable cost in subsidy. But the quantum of such 
credit has been declining as governments find it hard to bear the burden and the over-

indebted peasants are disqualified from agricultural loans. The new Indian government is 

committed to expanding its credit subsidy, though it is not yet clear that agricultural credit 
expands production under normal conditions. It does expand production immediately after 

disasters and when it enables innovation (higher fertilizer use, installation of small irrigation 

equipment and agricultural mechanization). Sometimes such credit has more effectively been 
extended through agricultural input sellers. 

RECOMMENDATION 

As indicated, guarantees and packaging facilities could facilitate already emerging market 

phenomena. Thus, any new USAID-supported interventions should be small and 
experimental and subject to immediate and effective market tests. 

 

                                                             

22 Some experience with microfinance for agriculture is reviewed in two papers cited elsewhere in this 
paper (Coetzee, op. cit., and Timberg, “Second Coming”). 
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Appendix B. Terms of Reference 
Trade Policy Development (TPD) Project, Scope of 
Work for Short-term Trade Finance Specialists 

I. Overview  

The TDP project seeks to increase economic growth through enhancing competitiveness in 

world markets. The project includes four activity components: Capacity Building and Policy 
Reform for Trade and Competitiveness, Trade Facilitation, Financial Services for Trade and 

Competitiveness and Dialogue for Competitiveness. 

The Southern Africa region remains among the poorest of the world. The region accounts for 
less than one per cent of global merchandise trade. Aggregate GDP in the Southern African 

Development Community (SADC) is $188 billion in real terms, which yields a GDP per capita 

of approximately $1,000. Foreign direct investment flows to the region have declined over the 
past decade. 

The region’s ability to compete effectively in the global economy is constrained by a number 

of factors, including the trade policy environment and domestic regulatory policies that result 
in increased transaction costs. Trade policies remain generally mercantilist which results in 

anti-export bias. Constraints in trade facilitation, including customs valuation and clearances, 

government procedures and cross-border transport are widespread. Restrictive policies 
suppress foreign investment in many key service sectors.  

The region is characterized by a multiplicity of regional integration agreements and bilateral 

agreements, and is engaged in trade negotiations at the multilateral and bilateral level. These 
include the Doha Development Round, the EPA negotiations, the mid-term review of the 

SADC Trade Protocol and negotiations for a free trade agreement between the US and SACU. 

The African Growth and Opportunities Act (AGOA) has stimulated an increase in apparel 
exports to the United States. The trade negotiations provide opportunities for increased 

economic growth providing the countries are able to compete in the global economy. TPD 

supports the Southern African countries to transform the opportunities into results.  



  

 

There is a considerable amount of information on the state of the financial systems in 

Southern Africa. Access to trade finance for small and medium sized exporters continues to be 
a challenge since the large commercial banks do not offer a small loan window. The 2003-2004 

Global Competitiveness Report listed access to financial services as a high priority issue in 

Botswana, Malawi, Mozambique, South Africa, Tanzania, and Zambia. While banks in the 
region tend to have liquid assets, they often lend abroad. The inability of the banks to find 

bankable projects results from banks not being able to structure deals to suit their customers 

needs. Indeed most banks have neither the knowledge nor the inclination to learn or support 
innovative trade financing structures. The crowding out of the small trader is a well-known 

phenomenon. 

The TPD team consists of a core long-term staff located in the Southern African Global 
Competitiveness Hub office in Gaborone. The core team consists of a TPD Director, Deputy 

Director, six technical advisors, an Operations Manager and administrative staff, 

supplemented by a network of collaborating regional firms providing dedicated consultants 
in the RCSA countries. In this way, the TPD Team can effectively promote change at the 

national level and coordinate at the regional level. This team is supported by specialist 

consultants, as needed, in a wide variety of fields.  

II.  Objective of this Consultancy 

To work with the TPD Acting Director to design and implement four country financial sector 
studies focused on the question of the availability of international trade related financial 

services (especially credit) and especially to Small and Medium Enterprises (SME). These four 

studies are intended to suggest financial sector interventions which USAID might support to 
improve the access of SME to trade related financial services and thus increase the total 

volume of and gains from trade. The interventions need to be done in the context of insuring 

financial sector stability, the prudential integrity of financial institutions, and the support of 
sound, sustainable development projects. They need in particular to address the needs of 

women and the impacts of AIDS on financial sectors. 

The assignment is divided into three stages as follows: 

1. The selection and design of the studies, the preparation of SOWs, and arranging staffing 

and for other inputs. 

2. The conduct of the four studies. 

3. The preparation of a final report based on the four cases and its presentation regional and 

subregional dialogue meetings to discuss and promote its recommendations. 
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III. Position Descriptions 

It is envisaged that there will eventually be a number of people engaged in the proposed 

assignment.  

A. The first position will be a Lead Trade Finance Specialist 
The Lead Trade Finance Specialist will work with the Acting Project Director and other 

relevant consultants and USAID RCSA. 

IV. Responsibilities and Tasks 

Specific responsibilities and tasks of the Lead Finance Specialist in the first stage of the project 

include: 

• To develop and draft a comprehensive scope of work for a Trade Finance Study examining 
the problem of access to trade finance in the region, particularly for small and medium 

sized exporters. It is expected that the scope of work will address the following tasks and 

issues: 

 The survey and evaluation of all accessible documents, noting gaps in country-specific 

information, and to focus on the policies and incentives that govern financial 

institution performance; 

 Simultaneously, a review of past and present bilateral and multilateral donor 

programs. The focus of this review will be on the policies and incentives that govern 

financial institution performance; 

 The exploration of  a variety of trade finance techniques and instruments, including 

back to back letters of credit, credit guarantees and insurance, improved credit 

information services, and use of micro-credit practices; 

 The examination of Southern Africa’s ongoing efforts to improve its legal and 

regulatory environment, the technical capacity of financial; institutions, the potential 

impact of gender inequity and HIV/AIDs on lending practices, and an institution’s 
willingness to provide financial instruments to small and medium-sized exporters; 

 The identification of priority countries for the study and conducting on-the-ground 

reconnaissance through meetings with all stakeholders (i.e., exporters, importers, 
consumers, financial institutions, and regulatory agencies) to ensure that input is 

incorporated at the national level.  

 The drafting and submission of an Action Plan for proposed interventions in trade 
finance sector – assessing the prospects for various financial system initiatives and 

proposing a plan to implement the proposed interventions. 



  

 

• It is expected that in developing and preparing the scope of work for the Trade Finance 

Study the Trade Finance Specialist will: 

 Review appropriate background documents and consult with government, members 

of the private sector, the commercial banking sector, the non-commercial financial 

sector and users of trade finance. It is also expected that he will meet with other 
financial consultants identified by the Acting TPD Director for potential participation 

in the Trade Finance Study.  

 It is expected that at the completion of the consultancy the Trade Finance Specialist 
will produce a detailed Scope of Work for the Trade Finance Study based on four 

individual country studies: Angola, Botswana, Mozambique and Zambia as first 

choices. The Scopes of Work shall include the specification of the composition and 
rough scheduling of the case studies and the ensuing reports and dialogue meetings. 

Stage 2. The Lead Finance Specialist will direct and participate in the conduct of the case 

studies and the preparation of reports that emerge from them. 

Stage 3. The Lead Finance Specialist  will direct and participate in one regional workshop and 

four subregional dialogue meetings considering both the individual country cases studies and 

the general report. A final report will be submitted based on the studies, reports, and input 
from the various workshops and dialogue meetings. Tentatively the regional workshop will 

involve 50 persons and the national workshops 50-100 persons each. The regional workshop 

will be a day long one. The dialogue meetings will generally be scheduled for 2-4 hours. 

2.The other assignment team members will be specified in the Scopes of Work at the end of 

Stage I. At this stage several participants have been identified. Two are already mentioned in 

the proposal for the TESA project – Dr. Penelope Hawkins and Mr. Steve Beck. It is proposed 
to add one or two other specialists. These will participate in Stages 2 and 3 of the assignment 

by directing and participating in specific case studies and taking active part in the workshop 

and subregional dialogues. They will also comment on and contribute to the final report as 
appropriate. The detailed allocation of countries, level of effort, and SOW will be made in the 

SOWs prepared at the end of Stage 1. 

V. Reporting Arrangements 

The Lead Finance Specialist will report to the Acting TPD Director. It is envisaged that the 

other team members will report to the Lead Finance Specialist except as otherwise provided. 

Copies of deliverables shall be submitted as follows to:  

rkirk@tsginc.com; lhighland@tsginc.com; rlal@satradehub.org 
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Reports shall be developed using the HUB format, which will be provided upon request. 

Assistance in formatting reports may also be possible, but the consultant is responsible for 
his/her own outputs. 

The consultant will prioritize his interventions in accordance with the work plan that will be 

approved by USAID RCSA. The consultant will work closely with other contractors at the 
Southern African Global Competitiveness Hub. 

VI.  Consultancy Qualifications 

The Lead Consultant shall have the following minimum qualifications to be considered for 

this consultancy: 

1. Educational Qualifications 

 Minimum of a Masters degree in relevant discipline. 

2. Work Experience Qualifications 

 At least ten years of practical experience in relevant work.  

It is anticipated that the other team members will have similar qualifications – though 

exceptions could be made if specific strong capabilities outway the lack of one or more of the 
listed qualifications. 

VII. Level of Effort Allocation 

Stage 1 and role of directing Stage 2 

Stage 2:  Levels of effort for each country case study – these will include the levels of effort for 

the Lead Finance Consultant when he takes part in the case studies concerned. 

Each country study will entail roughly 50 days of LOE—involving two consultants one of 

whom will focus on the demand side for trade related financial services and the other on the 

supply side, however the allocation of roles will be flexible. One of the two will actually 
handle the write up of the country study and present its recommendations. 



  

 

Stage 3. All the involved experts—four are envisioned—will attend a one day workshop in 

Gaborone to agree upon the overall scope and direction of their sectoral studies. 

 Start End US Field 3rd Travel Total 
Tom Timberg 1/1/2005 8/31/2005  28 48 4 80 

Penelope Hawkins 1/17/2005 8/31/2005  30 26 4 60 
Steve Beck 1/17/2005 8/31/2005  21 7 4 32 

Alistair Tite 1/17/2005 8/31/2005  22 0 0 22 

Keith Jefferis 
 

1/17/2005 8/31/2005  60 0 0 60 

 

 



 

Appendix C. Contacts 

Organization Name Address Telephone, Fax, Email 

ABSA Neville Hanekom, 
General Manager, Sales 
and Advisory, 
International Banking 
South Africa 

1st Floor, ABSA Towers 
North 1E2, 180 
Commissioner Street, 
Johannesburg 2001, P O Box 
1132 Johannesburg 2000, 

T 27 11 350 2736, CP 27 82 453 9225 

F 27 11 350 2990 

nevilh@absa.co.za. 

 Riaan Louw, Product 
Manager, Trade Solutions 

Same T 27 11 350 8931, CP 27 82 495 2472 

F 27 11 350 2991 

riaan.louw@absa.co.za 

Ace Consultants Prakash Ratilal Maputo T 2581326130, 321 588, CP 25882 3007430  

Angola cell 244923270922,  

SA cell 27826608992  

F 2581321589 

pr.ace@tvcabo.co.mz 

Alexander Forbes 
(International 
Insurance Broker), 

George Mathonsi, Deputy 
Managing Director 

  

Aruangua Agro-
Industrial lda. and 
Pres., Associacao 
Commercial da Beira 

Zaide Mohamed Aly, 
Director Geral 

Rua Antonoio Enes 65, POB 
147, Beira Mozambique 

T 258 3 327650, 329350 / CP 082 302 606 

F 258 3 328121 

mozambhotel@teledata.mz and 
acbeira@teledata.mz 

Associacao Comercial e 
Industrial de Sofala 

Graeme White, President 
– Management Committee 

Caixa Postal 07, Casa Infante 
de Sagres, Largo do Buzi 1-6, 
Beira 

T 258 3 320335 

acisofala@teledata.mz 

 Karen White, Secretary Same acisofala@teledata.mzSame 

Banco International de 
Mocambique 

J.A. Ferreira Gomes, 
General Manager, 
Corporate Center 

Av. 25 de Setembro, 1800, 
POB 865, Maputo 

T 258 1 351507, CP 82 316671 

F 355452 

jfgomes@bim.co.mz 

 Andre Erebo Vizela, 
Director, Sr. Manager 

Same T 258 1 35 48 94, 96, 97 

F 355452 

avizela@bim.co.mz 

Banco Novo Moises Acacio,  Banco Novo T CP 82 84 72 82 

Bank Austral Zito de Sousa, Corporate 
Banker 

1184 25 of Sept Ave., Maputo T 258 1 320208, CP 82 321115 

F 427805 zito.sousa@teledata.mz 
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Organization Name Address Telephone, Fax, Email 

BCI Fomento Jose Valentim Barbieri, 
Deputy Chairman of 
Board 

Av 25 de Setembro 1465, 
POB 4745, Maputo 

T 258 1 353210, 353 700 

F 258 1 307 152 

bci@bci.co.mz 

 Diogo Braganca, Finance 
Director 

Same Same 

Belita Mocambique Lda 

 

Joao T Nogueira, Director-
Geral 

 

 

Rua Gen. Vieira da Rocha 
1547 – Pioneiros, Beira 

 

T 258 3 324126, 320688,  

Direct 322140 CP 258 82502204 

F 324129 

jtnogueira@belita.co.mz 

belita@belita.co.mz 

Booz Allen  James Lafleur, Economic 
Adviser to CTA 
(Federation of Chambers 
of Commerce) 

Confederacao das 
Associacoes Economicas de 
Mocambique, Caixa Postal 
2975 Geral Ave 10 
Novembre, Maputo 

T 2581 311734/5, CP 082 309728 

F 258 1 311732 

Jim.Lafleur@cta.org.mz 

Cia do Vanduzi 
S.A.R.L. 

 

Ed Whitfield, Project 
Director 

 

Caixa Postal 433, Chimoio 

 

T 263 4 862 445, 

CP 58 82 509 491, and 11 410367 

F 263 4 862 446 

ed@vanduzi.co.zand w 

ed@vanduzi.co.zw 

CTA, Chamber of 
Commerce 

Sergio Chittara, Director Av 10 de Novembrfo, 
Recinto de FACIM, Maputo 

T 258 1 311734/5 

F 258 1 311732 

CUAL Myles Marrian, Export 
Team Manager, Nyanga 
Office Park 

Inyanga Close, Sunninghill, 
Sandton, POB 1657 
Sunninghill 2157 

Johannesburg 

T 27 11 208 2500, direct 208 2565, CP 82 567 
0912 

F 208 2500 

mylesm@cual.com 

CGIC Gernot Kruger, GM Credit Guarantee House, 31 
Dover St., Randburg, POB 
125, Randburg, 2125 SA 

PBX 27 11 889 7000, direct 889 7383, cp 83 326 
7115 

F 686 9683 

gernotk@cgic.co.za 

Citrum Paulo Gulherme Negrao, 
Director 

Rua Fernao López 196, CP 
1500, Maputo 

2581775001, CP 082317555 

Citrus Growers 
Association 

Rui Gonzalez UNDP Water Sector Strategy 
Programme DNA, Av 25 de 
Setembro, Maputo 

942-9, 431364, 303110, Res., 492905, CP 082 
313243 

DFID  Susan Barton 

 

Lusaka T 250-1-251164 

S.Barton@dfid.org.zm. 

ECI Africa Gerhard Coetze, Director 
Development Finance,  

Maple Place North, 
Momentum Park,                 
145 Western Service Road, 
Woodmead 2146, POB 409 
Wendywood 2144 South 
Africa 

T 27111 802 0015, 082 552 9679 

F 27 11 802 1060 

Gerhard.coetze@edciafrica.com 

 William J. Grant, 
Operations Director 

Same Same and CP 082 903 9660 

William.grant@eciafrica.com. 
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Organization Name Address Telephone, Fax, Email 

Enterprise Banking 
Group 

 

Peter F. Hinton, CEO 

 

Unit 3, Kgale Court, Plot 128, 
Millennium Office Park 
Gaborone, Botswana 

Postal:  Suite 104, Private 
Bag 351, Postnet Kgaleview, 
Gaborone, Botswana 

T267 3190308, CP -267 7145 6443 

F 267 3190247 

phinton@entbankgroup.com 

 

FNB Herman J. Bezuidenhout, 
Director Financial 
Institutions and 
Structured Trade 
International Banking 

Cnr. Simmons and Pritchard 
Sts. 5th floor, No. 4, First 
Place, Bankcity, 
Johannesburg 2001, 
POB7791, Johannesburg 2000 

27 11 371 6662, CP 27 83 700 8076 

27 11 371 7482 

herman@bezuidenhout@fnb.co.za 

GAPI, Sociedade de 
Promocio de Pequenos 
Investimentos 

Antonio Souto, PCA Rua de Mukumbura 434, 
POB 2909, Maputo 

T 2581491505, 491584 

F 491827 fasouto@gapi.co.mz 

 Benigno Parente Junior, 
Director Operations 

Same benigno.parente@gapi.co.mz 

Same 

 Gustavo Jose Neto 
Miranda 

Same T Same and CP - 082 316100 

gnmirana@teledata.mz 

Genesis Analytics Richard Ketley Genesis Analytics Pvt. Ltd. 
2d Floor, No. 3 Melrose 
Square, Melrose Arch, 
Johannesburg 

27 11 214 4080, CP 27 83 442 2508 

rpk@genesis-analytics.com 

Grant Thornton  Haikende Hichilema Level 5, Mukuba Pension, 
Dedan Kimathi Rd., POB 
30885, Lusaka, 10101 

T 1227722, 226683, 223476 

F 1223774 

hhichilema@gt.com.zm. 

Hollard Seguros Henri Mittermayer Ave. 25 de Setembro 420, 
Loja H R/C,  POB 428,, 
Maputo 

T 2581313224, CP 082 302790 

F 313115    henrim@hollard.co.mz 

Horizon Facilitators 
Ltd 

R. Shaun Burgess Suite 320 3rd Floor Barkly 
Wharf, Le Caudan 
Waterfront, Port Louis 
Mauritius 

 

IFC, Business 
Development, Financial 
Markets/Structured 
Finance, Sub-Saharan 
Africa  

Sonnie Ayere, Sr. 
Investment Officer 

14 Fricker Rd., Illovo, 2196  
P O Box 41283, Craighall 
2024, Johannesburg SA 

T PBX 27 11 731 3000, direct. 731 3065, CP 83 
379 2659  

F 268 0074    sayere@ifc.org 

IMF  Alfredo Torrez IMF, Washington., DC atorrez@imf.org 

Independent 
Businessman 

Alibhai  T CP 82 305 721 

IPC/Novo Banco Bodo Liberam IPC Gmbh, Amj Eisemen 
Schlag 31, D-60431 
Frankfurt/M, Germany. 

 

T 49 69 95 14 37 0 

F 49 69 95 14 37 25 

liberam@ipcgmbh.com 

MGC/IFISA Bank Bruno Morgado, Ex. Dir., 
MGC, holding co for 
IFISA Bank 

Av 25 de Setembro, 270, 
Predio Time Square, Block 1, 
3 Andar Esquerdo, Maputo 

2581311282, CP 258 84 353535 

Microfinance 
Regulatory 
Commission 

Gabriel Davel, Dir.ector 

 

11 Parklane, Parktown, PB 
2694, Houghton 2041, 
Johannesburg 

T 27 11 647 4430 

F 274 8629     gdavel@mfrc.co.za 

 Peter Setou, Mgr Educ 
and Communication 

Same Same 

psetou@mfrc.co.za 
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Organization Name Address Telephone, Fax, Email 

NEDbank Mandy Ibbetson, Director, 
Structured Trade & 
Commodity Finance 

 27 824950182 

aibbetson@nedcm.co.za 

 Patrick Knowles, Director, 
Structured Trade & 
Commodity Finance 

 27 82 4596996 

patrickk@nedcor.co.za 

Norwegian Embassy Lars Ekman, First 
Secretary, Economic 
Section 

 

Av, Julius Nyerere, 1162 

Caixa Postal 828, Maputo 

T 258 1 480 100 

F 258 1 480 107 

Lars.ekman@mfa.no 

PODE Mariamo Carimo Av. Julius Nyerere 657, 1st 
floor, POB 4552, Maputo 

495461 

PSG Bronwen Gush 19th floor, Sandton Office 
Tower, Sandton City, 
Sandton 2196 Johannesburg, 
POB 78192 Sandton 2146, 
Johannesburg 

PBX 27 11 666 1500,  

Direct 27 11 666 1518, CP 27 82 413 7969 

F 27 11 666 1503 

bronweng@psgtf.com 

 Jeremy Cooper Same PBX and direct 27 11 6661506, CP 27 82 904 
7447 

jeremyc@psgtf.com 

Robertson’s Reports David and Emlyn 
Robertson 

348 Sandton View, Conduit 
St., Lyme Park, Sandton, 
POB 1657 Randburg 2125 

T 27 11 789 1453, CP 082 460 4580  

F 27 11 789 5130 

reports@robreps.co.za 

SADC Development 
Finance Resource 
Center 

Dr, Rosalind H. Thomas, 
CEO 

Plot 133, Independence 
Avenue, Extension 3, 
Gaborone, Botswana, 
www.sadc-dfrc.org, Postal 
Address: Private Bag 0034, 
Gaborone, Botswana 

T 267 3191146, CP 267 71414165, 27 823 
240634  

F 267 3191147 

rthomas@sadc-dfrc.org 

 Mr. Stuart Kufeni, 
Programme Manager,   
Policy Research and 
Advisory Services 

Same T 267-3191146 

F 267-3191147 

skufeni@sadc-dfrc.org 

 Dr. Herrick C. Mpuku, 
Programme Manager , 
Capacity Building 

Same T 267-3191146, CP 267 71204983 

F 267-3191147 

hmpuku@sadc-dfrc.org 

 Mr. Joseph W. 
Nyamunda, Programme 
Manager, SME 
Development 

Same T 267-3191146 

F 267-3191147 

nyamunda@sadc-dfrc.org 

Shopping Hadina, 
Fabrica de Cigaros de 
Mozambique 

Mohd Khalid Nampula POB 123 Nampula 2586 213145, 2133518 

Maputo 258110, 309000, CP 0025882301345  

Stanbic, Botswana Grant Marais, Executive 
Director  

Stanbic House, Plot 50672, 
Off Machel Drive, 
Fairground, Private Bang 
00168, Gaborone 

T 267 390 1600, CP 267 7130 3659 

F 267 318 8949 

gmarais@stanbic.com 

 Tasha Ferreira, Business 
Development 

Same T 267 361 7516 

F 267 390 8760 

tferreira@stanbic.com 
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Organization Name Address Telephone, Fax, Email 

Standard Bank Artur Jose Beleza Nobre, 
Director Comercial 

Pracda 25 de Junho 1, POB 
2086/1119, Maputo 

258 1 352 500, CP 258 82 300936 

artur.nobre@standardbank.co.mz 

 Antonio Manuel Correia, 
Director, Direccao de 
Credito 

Same T 258 1 352573 CP 258 82 315970 

F 352 557 

Antonio.correia@standardbank.co.mz 

 Alan Nicholson, 
Agriculture Manager 

Same CP -082313495 

alan.nicholson@standardbank.co.mz 

South Africa Standard 
Chartered Bank 

John Kivits, CEO 3rd Floor, 2 Merchant Place, 
1 Fredman Drive, Sandton, 
Gauteng, South Africa, 2196,  
POB 782080, Sandton, 
Gauteng, South Africa, 2146.  

T 27 11 217 6600,  

Direct 27 11 217 6699, CP 27 83 202 0008 

F 27 11 217 6642 

John.Kivits@za.standardchartered.com 

 Rama Matsego, Trade 
Sales Manager, Trade 
Services 

Same Same and 27 11 217 6660, CP 27 82 376 5817  

F 27 11 217 6600 

Ramama.Matsego@za.standardchartered.com 

 Mizinga S. Melu Regional 
Head of Financial 
Institutions—Africa 

Same Same and 27 11 217 6794, CP 27 72 403 8992 

Mizinga.S.Melu@za.standardchartered.com 

TECHNOSERVE John Kingman Walker, 
Director 

Base N’tchinga 509, Bairro 
da Coop, Maputo 

T 258 1 416 032, CP 82 312 195 

F 419949        jakewalter@tvcabo.co.mz 

Thuthukani Financial 
Services 

Mark Seymour 2d Floor, Rentmeesterpark 
Bldg., Cnr Watermayer and 
Kirkia Sts., Val de Grace 
0184, POB 73789 Lynnwood 
Ridge 0040, SA 

T 27 12 804 1443, CP 082 888 2276 

F 8049662     

marks@tfsmail.co.za. 

Uniao Comercial de 
Bancos 

Robert Cantin, General 
Manager 

Av. Friedrich Engels 400, 
Maputo 

T 2581481901, 481 900 

F 498675    robert.cantin@ucbmoz.co.mz 

USAID  Tim Born, Trade and 
Investment Program 
Team Leader 

JAT Complex Rd. 1232, No. 
41, Maputo 

CP 082 316 178  

tborn@usaid.gov 

 Hipolito Hamela Same T 082 312 793    hamela@usaid.gov 

 Todd Thompson, 
Agricultural Development 
Officer 

JATI III BLdg, Av 25 de Sept, 
Maputo 

T 352054, CP 82 316180 

F 3520854     tthompson@usaid.gov. 

  Chris Muyunda Lusaka T 260 1 254 303    cmuyunda@usaid.gov 

Vilmar Investments 
S.A.R.L 

Brian Sanders, Manager   

World Bank S. Archondo Washington, D.C. Sarchondo@worldbank.org 

 Ivan Rossignol Washington, D.C. Irossignol@worlbank.org 

 Ahmed Soyelmezoglu,  
Africa Private Sector, 
Finance 

Washington, D.C. T 202 473 8771 

Soyelmezoglu@worldbank.org 

 Anthony Thompson, 
Africa Private Sector 

Washington, D.C. T 477-2252 

 Cornelis Vandermeer Washington, D.C. cvandermeer@worldbank.org 

 Fahrettin Yagci Washington, D.C. 202 473 9402 
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Organization Name Address Telephone, Fax, Email 

 Lolitte Kritzinger Pretoria 431 3125,   PBX 3100  

Lkritzinervanni@worldbank.org 

 W. F. Steel, Sr. Advisor, 
Africa Private Sector 

 

Uganda Office 

 

256-41 302200 x 2263 or 302263 

256-31 520103, DAMA 5593+2263, CP 
Uganda 077 779808 

wsteel@worldbank.org 

 Mushiba Nyamazana, 
Economist African 
Poverty Reduction and 
Economics Management 
Network 

Zambia Country Office, WB, 
DAMA 5338 3210, MSN JB3-
100 

T 260-1-252811, 253219/253223 

 F 260 1 254 283 

mnyamazana@worldbank.org 

WPA Consulting, 
African International 
Financial Holdings 

Wendy Peter Abt 

 

Cambridge, Massachusetts T 617 492 7754 

wendy.abt@wpacambridge.com 

Zimbabwe Farmers 
Association 

Brendon Evans, Vice 
Chairman 

 investmanica@teledata.mz 

 Victor Viseu  25882302741 

Meeting Attendees 

Name Company Phone 

Gabriela De Shises PREDIAL, LDL 082 386 115 

Zaide Alu ACB  

Prakash Prehlad Zingara-ACB  

Alde Mambo BMPM 082 384 257 

Sidik Camissa MOVARTE 352 085/082 387 193 

Charif Ussen Mozambique Computers 
Industrias Maniga 

082 387 847 

Maveneca Paupino ACODIS-ACB 082 572 798 

Armando Din Languages & Computer 
Business 

03-323 981 

Auto Recficadora  082 557 005/ 082 393 371 

Augusto Jacinah Oratec, Ltd 082 501 935 

Manuel Gumancanze ESCOLA Privada do 
Chaimite 

082 386 293 

Thomas Timberg Nathan Associates, USAID  

Steven Beck TSG  

Sicaudar Eswair ACB 082578265 

Malidone Toto-Recticcator 082592805 

Elar-Bign Top secret 082592805 

Razia Caetano Proxen-Cornete de 
segonos 

082473597 

Alistar Tite TSG  

Jose Afanso Pedro Consee LTD RVA  carlicuite-37, 082 
3877780 
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Name Company Phone 

Antonio Urbano   

AR. Jose IPO – Bira,Zoa 258 3329707 

Joaquim Merquita DANMO/TCM,30A 082501674 

Jose Arferres Perrcodes, RDa 082572831 

Jorge Fanands Comta & L 329810 

Shaida Seni Horizontes 082387534 

Abdul Confur Edur Win Koox Ly 082101532 

Eugalio Caetano ACB 082867117 

 





 

Appendix D. Materials Consulted 

BANKING  

General 

Allen N. Berger, Asli Demirguc-Kunt, Ross Levine, and Joseph G. Haubrich. (Forthcoming.)  

Bank Concentration and Competition: An Evolution in the Making. Journal of Money, 

Credit and Banking. 

Allen N. Berger, Iftekhar Hasan, and Leora E. Klapper. Further Evidence on the Link between 

Finance and Growth: An Internation Analysis of Community Banking and Economic 

Performance. Journal of Financial Services Research, 25(2-3): 169-202. 

Allen Berger, Seth Bonine, Lawrence Goldberg, and Lawrence White. (Forthcoming). “The 

Dynamics of Market Entry: The Effects of Mergers and Acquisitions on Entry in the 

Banking Industry. Journal of Business. 

Jeffrey Carmichael and Michael Pomerleano. 2002. The Development and Regulation of Non-

Bank Financial Institutions. World Bank.  
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